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INVISIBLE CITIES  –  MITCH HAUPERS

The relaxed, reflective mood that is sustained throughout this superb recording heralds the ar-
rival of a noteworthy new voice, though guitarist-composer Mitch Haupers is hardly a Young Lion 
on the scene. A longstanding faculty member at the Berklee College of Music, this seasoned 
composer is only now seeing the release of his long-overdue debut as a leader. A showcase of 
Haupers’ thoughtful, affecting compositions which reveal themselves gradually and gracefully, 
Invisible Cities bears the stamp of a steady, veteran hand at the helm. It also boasts an all-star 
core group of pianist Alan Pasqua, bassist Darek “Oles” Oleszkiewicz, drummer Peter Erskine 
and saxophonist Bob Mintzer, who collectively have a working band in L.A. called P.O.E.M. (an 
acronym from their last name initials). Mintzer’s Yellowjackets bandmate, pianist Russell Ferrante, 
makes a special guest appearance here. “Russ was really instrumental in getting me to write 
down my music,” says Haupers of the renowned Yellowjackets pianist-composer, who served 
as a sounding board during the making of this album. “He helped me gather my compositions 
and turn them into something coherent, cohesive and finished.”

Ferrante’s longtime friend and colleague and Yellowjackets co-founder, bassist Jimmy Haslip, 
produced this outstanding session and also appears on one track. And as Haupers explains, 
Haslip shaped the proceedings in subtle but profound ways. “My original idea was to include 
some reharmonizations of jazz standards like ‘Skylark’ and ‘How My Heart Sings,’ and I had 
actually gotten about 20 demo tracks done, which I sent to Jimmy. But he pushed really hard for 
it to be my music. So between Russ and Jimmy, that’s how it came to be all my compositions.”

Initially conceived as an intimate duets project, Invisible Cities evolved over time into something 
far more ambitious, the centerpiece of which is a four-movement chamber work for ten-piece 
ensemble (“Four Minor Love Songs Suite,” arranged and orchestrated by Ayn Inserto) that casts 
an enchanting spell on listeners. Elsewhere on Haupers’ highly evocative debut, the burnished 
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tones of his Klein guitar ring out with clarity and warmth, blending beautifully with the nuanced 
expression of his all-world ensemble.

The collection opens with the lyrical and beguiling “Veronica’s Lake,” the title of which (like many 
of Haupers’ compositions here) has a clever double meaning. On the one hand it refers to the 
iconic 1940s Hollywood starlet, but it also carries a potent childhood memory for the composer. 
“I was intrigued by the story of the actress Veronica Lake, who was struggling with schizophrenia 
and alcoholism, the effects of which eventually forced her out of the Hollywood scene. And it 
made me think about writing a piece that had two disparate themes and trying to make them 
blend in some way. The other side of that title is a personal thing. My paternal grandmother’s 
name is Veronica and as a kid we visited her family’s place up north in Tomahawk, Wisconsin. 
The compound was located on Somo Lake and there is history there with the infamous Chicago 
Black Sox, who spent time there during the off-season playing softball. The place always held 
a mysterious yet familiar air and recalling it brings back floods of memories, both real and imag-
ined. So that was Veronica’s Lake in my world.”

A buoyant 6/4 number, “Veronica’s Lake” is underscored by Erskine’s gently swinging touch and fea-
tures nicely blended harmony lines between guitar and tenor sax on the head. Mintzer’s solo here on 
top of Pasqua’s sparse comping is particularly expressive here. Haupers follows with an unhurried, 
warm-toned solo that perfectly fits the delicate fabric of this acoustic jazz quintet offering.

Oles’ melodic bass solo kicks off “Downtime,” which has Mintzer switching to soprano sax and 
intertwining with Haupers’ warm guitar lines on the theme. Pasqua’s gentle, searching piano 
solo sets the tone for Mintzer’s soaring soprano solo, which follows the harmonic contour of the 
piece before provocatively pushing the envelope. This lyrical gem, explains the composer, was 
written for a friend’s two sons, Miles and Louis. “Thinking about the intensity of raising two kids 
in the city, I imagined that they all look forward to the breaks in their busy schedules, hence, the 
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title. It moves a lot harmonically but essentially the A-flat chord represents Miles, who is kind 
of a soft-spoken kid, and the B-minor chord in the key of A-flat reminded me of Louis, who is 
more rambunctious and outgoing. That’s how I wrote it and I like the dichotomy between them.”

Mintzer’s tenor work on the slow, achingly beautiful ballad “Isla Mujeres” is so relaxed and  
transcendent that it recalls Ben Webster’s masterful playing on Billy Strayhorn’s timeless  
“Chelsea Bridge.” And as Haupers points out, “I was thinking about (film composer) Bernard 
Herrmann on this tune. I tried to write a melody that was very free sounding but it’s extremely 
written out and very specific. There’s nothing improvised on this piece.  And I had a really inter-
esting direction from Jimmy on this tune. Rather than playing in unison with Bob’s tenor sax he 
suggested, ‘Don’t play with him, make it kind of like a dance where you’re playing around him.’ 
And of course, he was right.” Erskine underscores this film noir-ish number with some alluring 
brushwork that sets the fragile tone. “I don’t think I’ve ever played at a slower tempo, and Peter 
can really pull that off,” says Haupers. “He makes it sound great in that particular pocket.” 

The title track carries a Brazilian baiao feel and also showcases Mike Miller on nylon string  
acoustic. And through the miracle of overdubbing, Mintzer becomes a one-man woodwind  
section, playing flute, alto flute, B-flat and bass clarinets while also contributing a potent bass 
clarinet solo on this delightfully buoyant number. The piece concludes with a free-flowing  
exchange at the tag between piano, bass clarinet and guitar.

“Leoa” opens with a dramatic piano-soprano sax duet before the full band enters at the 1:53 
mark. And it travels through a myriad of changes from there with Pasqua and Mintzer offering 
some stirring solos along the way. As Haupers explains, “I heard Eliane Elias, Marc Johnson 
and Adam Nussbaum perform a Bill Evans tribute concert at Tanglewood in August 2008 and 
I went home the next day and wrote that piece for them from listening to the way that they so  
seamlessly move between Brazilian/Latin kind of grooves and swing.
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And that’s what I had in mind for ‘Leoa,’ which is Portuguese for lioness. That’s the strong  
vision I had of Eliane. She’s such an intense personality on stage whether she’s singing or  
playing piano.”

Haupers adds that Haslip exacted Zen-like guidance on this number as well. “There were strug-
gles,” he confesses. “It was a complicated chart and we changed midstream to avoid any ten-
sion in the playing of it. At some point when we were struggling with the original chart, Jimmy told 
me, ‘You just gotta let stuff go because you have these guys right now to interpret this piece of 
music. If you hear it a different way, you can do it with somebody else some other time.’ And that 
was a profound lesson for me as a writer because you can’t be married to what’s written on the 
page, especially if you’re working with people who are such strong players and operate at this high 
level of musicianship. Sometimes you have to let things go and trust in the players that you have.
”                                                                                                                 
“Four Minor Love Songs Suite” opens with the moving chamber piece “Take Comfort (In Rose’s 
Garden),” dedicated to Haupers’ maternal grandmother Rose, who tended to her garden  
outside New Orleans into her early 90s. Haupers provides the solo piano intro here before a 
combination of Berklee faculty and Boston Pops orchestra players enters with lush orchestral 
strains to open the four-movement work. Haupers switches back to guitar for the poignant 
second movement of the suite, “The Farmer and the Monarch,” inspired by King George III, 
who lost the American colonies during his watch but was also passionately interested in  
agriculture and instrumental in bringing English gardening into proper British homes. Haupers’  
solo fingerstyle guitar intro sets up the theme, which is then repeated and expanded upon by  
the strings and woodwinds. The third segment of the suite, the hauntingly beautiful “(In Came) 
Love, So Silent,” features harpist Isabelle Olivier and soprano vocalist Brooke deRosa. A  
chamber work conceived and orchestrated from a free improvisation, which also happens to 
be the gist of a yearlong course that Haupers teaches at Berklee, this stirring piece stands as a 
compositional tour de force on Invisible Cities.

Haupers adds that Haslip exacted Zen-like guidance on this number as well. “There were struggles,” he 
confesses. “It was a complicated chart and we changed midstream to avoid any tension in the playing of 
it. At some point when we were struggling with the original chart, Jimmy told me, ‘You just gotta let stuff go 
because you have these guys right now to interpret this piece of music. If you hear it a different way, you can 
do it with somebody else some other time.’ And that was a profound lesson for me as a writer because you 
can’t be married to what’s written on the page, especially if you’re working with people who are such strong 
players and operate at this high level of musicianship. Sometimes you have to let things go and trust in the 
players that you have.” 
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The final piece of the four-movement suite, the dynamic “Beacon Street,” features a six-piece 
horn section made up of saxophonists Mintzer, Jay Mason and Brandon Fields, with brassmen 
Dan Fornero, John Daversa and Bob McChesney, plus a killer rhythm section of pianist Ferrante, 
electric bassist Haslip, drummer Erskine and guitarist Haupers. “That track is like a mini-big 
band,” says the composer. “I also wanted Jimmy to play something on the record and I thought 
that ‘Beacon Street’ lent itself to electric bass. I’m the only other electric instrument on the  
record, very purposefully.” Ferrante contributes a cascading piano solo over the changes of this 
compelling 5/4 vehicle which features some exhilarating drum breaks from Erskine throughout 
the challenging and invigorating chart. 

“I have to give a lot of credit on both ‘Invisible Cities’ and ‘Beacon Street,’ the two larger  
ensemble pieces, as well as the whole suite, to the arranging and orchestration skills of Ayn  
Inserto,” says Haupers. “She opened up those charts a lot and really made them work.  
Sometimes when you write, it comes out like a vitamin…completely compressed ideas. Then the 
question becomes how do you smooth out the transitions, how do you flesh out the ideas. And 
Ayn is brilliant at that. I learned a lot from working with her.” 

The gently swinging “Waltz for Bill,” underscored by the hookup between Erskine’s deft  
brushwork and Oles’ consummate touch on bass, is another tune that carries a double meaning. 
While most would immediately identify this delicate quartet number as an homage to Bill Evans, 
perhaps a variation on “Waltz for Debby,” Haupers explains that the affecting tune was actually 
written for his father Bill. “That was the first piece I wrote for the album and I wrote it for him. My 
family had just sent me my father’s piano after he died and I was inspired to write that piece. 
It was the first waltz I had ever written. The challenge of writing this tune was attempting to go 
through as many keys as possible while trying to take the edge off the direct modulations and not 
make it so angular.” Oles, Pasqua and Haupers offer passionate and sensitive solos on “Waltz for 
Bill” while skillfully weaving through the constantly shifting changes in the harmonic landscape.
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The collection closes on an intimate note with Haupers’ delicate guitar duet with Mike Miller on 
“P.S. Vita (Reprise),” an impromptu dedicated to his mother Vita. In retrospect, the composer 
reflects on how this duet came about, “I was searching for a way to gently end the recording 
and Mike had just warmed up by playing the changes from ‘Invisible Cities’ prior to his soloing.  
I thought that a duet over a reprise of these changes would be a nice postscript.”

Rather than being a showcase of chops grandstanding, the guitarist-composer seeks a different 
approach on his auspicious debut. “In the world of guitar, as in all things, there’s the yin and the 
yang. I think my teaching style and my whole approach to playing is more yin. I like quietude 
and calmness, and I don’t always have them because I’m in sixth gear all the time when I’m 
trying to get everything accomplished,” he says. “But when it comes down to speaking my mind 
creatively, I tend to go with the more relaxed, calm, reflective approach.”

Mitch Haupers succeeds in drawing us in with his warm, inviting style on Invisible Cities. And 
his sophisticated harmonies, compelling compositions and killer soloists keep us enthralled 
throughout. 

– Bill Milkowski, January 2014

Bill Milkowski is a contributor to Down Beat and Jazziz magazines. He is also the author of 
“JACO: The Extraordinary and Tragic Life of Jaco Pastorius” and co-author of “Here and Now! 
The Autobiography of Pat Martino”
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INVISIBLE CITIES  –  MITCH HAUPERS
Mitch Haupers (guitar)
Bob Mintzer (woodwinds)
Alan Pasqua (piano)
Darek Oles (bass)
Peter Erskine (drums)

Featured guests:
Isabelle Olivier (harp)
Brooke deRosa (voice)
Mike Miller (brasilian guitar)
Russell Ferrante (piano)
Jimmy Haslip (electric bass)
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1. Veronica’s Lake 5:25
Solos: Bob Mintzer (tenor sax) / Mitch Haupers (guitar) / Peter Erskine (drums)
2. Downtime 5:59
Solos: Darek Oles (bass) / Alan Pasqua (piano) / Bob Mintzer (soprano sax)
3. Isla Mujeres (arr: Jimmy Haslip / Mitch Haupers) 4:26
4. Invisible Cities (arr: Ayn Inserto) 7:12
Featuring: Bob Mintzer (flute, alto flute, Bb clarinet, bass clarinet)
Solos: Mike Miller (brasilian guitar) / Bob Mintzer (bass clarinet)
5. Leoa (arr: Mitch Haupers / Alan Pasqua / Peter Erskine) 6:54
Solos: Alan Pasqua (piano) / Bob Mintzer (soprano sax)
Four Minor Love Songs Suite (orchestration/conducting: Ayn Inserto)
6. Part I: Take Comfort (In Rose’s Garden) 3:23
Featuring: Mitch Haupers (piano)
Ann Bobo (flute) / Sarah Brady (alto flute) / Barbara LaFitte (english horn) / Jan Halloran (clarinet)
Margaret Phillips (bassoon) / Rika Ikeda (violin) / Drew Ricciardi (viola) / Eugene Friesen (cello)
Tony D’Amico (bass)
7. Part II: The Farmer and The Monarch 5:05
Featuring: Mitch Haupers (electric guitar)
Ann Bobo (flute) / Sarah Brady (alto flute) / Barbara LaFitte (english horn) / Jan Halloran (clarinet) 
Margaret Phillips (bassoon) / Rika Ikeda (violin) / Drew Ricciardi (viola) / Eugene Friesen (cello) 
Tony D’Amico (bass)
8. Part III: (In Came) Love, So Silent 6:19
Featuring: Isabelle Olivier (harp) /  Brooke deRosa (voice)
Ann Bobo (flute) / Barbara LaFitte (english horn) / Drew Ricciardi (viola) / Eugene Friesen (cello)
Tony D’Amico (bass) / Winnie Dahlgren (bells)
9. Part IV: Beacon Street (arr: Ayn Inserto) 5:29
Peter Erskine (drums) / Russell Ferrante (piano) / Jimmy Haslip (bass) / Mitch Haupers (guitar)
Bob Mintzer (tenor sax) / Brandon Fields (alto sax) / Jay Mason (baritone sax)
Dan Fornero (trumpet) / John Daversa (trumpet) / Bob McChesney (trombone)
Solos: Peter Erskine (drums) / Russell Ferrante (piano)
10. Waltz for Bill 6:01
Solos: Darek Oles (bass) / Alan Pasqua (piano) / Mitch Haupers (guitar)
11. P.S. Vita (Reprise) (arr: Mike Miller / Mitch Haupers) 1:58
Featuring: Mike Miller (brasilian guitar) / Mitch Haupers (electric guitar)
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1. Veronica’s Lake 5:25
Solos: Bob Mintzer (tenor sax) / Mitch Haupers (guitar) / Peter Erskine (drums)
2. Downtime 5:59
Solos: Darek Oles (bass) / Alan Pasqua (piano) / Bob Mintzer (soprano sax)
3. Isla Mujeres (arr: Jimmy Haslip / Mitch Haupers) 4:26
4. Invisible Cities (arr: Ayn Inserto) 7:12
Featuring: Bob Mintzer (flute, alto flute, Bb clarinet, bass clarinet)
Solos: Mike Miller (brasilian guitar) / Bob Mintzer (bass clarinet)
5. Leoa (arr: Mitch Haupers / Alan Pasqua / Peter Erskine) 6:54
Solos: Alan Pasqua (piano) / Bob Mintzer (soprano sax)
Four Minor Love Songs Suite (orchestration/conducting: Ayn Inserto)
6. Part I: Take Comfort (In Rose’s Garden) 3:23
Featuring: Mitch Haupers (piano)
Ann Bobo (flute) / Sarah Brady (alto flute) / Barbara LaFitte (english horn) / Jan Halloran (clarinet)
Margaret Phillips (bassoon) / Rika Ikeda (violin) / Drew Ricciardi (viola) / Eugene Friesen (cello)
Tony D’Amico (bass)
7. Part II: The Farmer and The Monarch 5:05
Featuring: Mitch Haupers (electric guitar)
Ann Bobo (flute) / Sarah Brady (alto flute) / Barbara LaFitte (english horn) / Jan Halloran (clarinet) 
Margaret Phillips (bassoon) / Rika Ikeda (violin) / Drew Ricciardi (viola) / Eugene Friesen (cello) 
Tony D’Amico (bass)
8. Part III: (In Came) Love, So Silent 6:19
Featuring: Isabelle Olivier (harp) /  Brooke deRosa (voice)
Ann Bobo (flute) / Barbara LaFitte (english horn) / Drew Ricciardi (viola) / Eugene Friesen (cello)
Tony D’Amico (bass) / Winnie Dahlgren (bells)
9. Part IV: Beacon Street (arr: Ayn Inserto) 5:29
Peter Erskine (drums) / Russell Ferrante (piano) / Jimmy Haslip (bass) / Mitch Haupers (guitar)
Bob Mintzer (tenor sax) / Brandon Fields (alto sax) / Jay Mason (baritone sax)
Dan Fornero (trumpet) / John Daversa (trumpet) / Bob McChesney (trombone)
Solos: Peter Erskine (drums) / Russell Ferrante (piano)
10. Waltz for Bill 6:01
Solos: Darek Oles (bass) / Alan Pasqua (piano) / Mitch Haupers (guitar)
11. P.S. Vita (Reprise) (arr: Mike Miller / Mitch Haupers) 1:58
Featuring: Mike Miller (brasilian guitar) / Mitch Haupers (electric guitar)

Recorded between June and October 2012 at Big City Recording Studio, Granada Hills, CA and Fraser  
Performance Studio, WGBH, Boston, MA

Recording engineers: Paul Tavenner (CA) and Antonio Oliart (MA)

Mixed and mastered by Rich Breen at Dogmatic Sound Studio, Burbank, CA

Additional pre-production by Gael Hedding (engineer, Sandía Sound—Cancún, Mexico)
Additional post-production by Dave Chapman (engineer, Ugly Duck Studio—Boston, MA)

Produced by Jimmy Haslip

Co-produced by Mitch Haupers
Arrangements by Ayn Inserto and Mitch Haupers (except where noted)

All music composed by Mitch Haupers 
Compositions published by Liquid Harmony Music, BMI

Design: Michael and Melissa DeMartin for Designsite
Cover painting: “City” by Danae Syrrou
Photos: Drew Erickson, Max Townsley, Stephen Keller, Inés Velasco

Major donations through Kickstarter provided by:
Executive Producers: Vita Haupers, Scott and Sandy Haupers, John Schneider and Jean Meilinger
Benefactors: Michael Gassmann
Donors: David Mevorach, Jim Mueller

Mitch Haupers plays Klein guitars, D’Addario strings, Henriksen JazzAmps, Ethos Overdrive Pedals.
Bob Mintzer plays Eastman Saxophones and appears courtesy of MCG Jazz.
Alan Pasqua is a Steinway recording artist.
Peter Erskine plays DW drums, Zildjian Cymbals, Remo drumheads, Vic Firth sticks, brushes & mallets and 
appears courtesy of Fuzzy Music.
Isabelle Olivier appears courtesy of Enja Records.
Mike Miller plays Dean Markley strings and Buscarino Guitars.
Russell Ferrante appears courtesy of Mack Avenue Records.
Jimmy Haslip endorses Innerwood Basses, MTD, Roscoe Guitars, Moody Guitar Straps, Dunlop strings,  
Bartolini pickups, Radial Engineering, Ltd.
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MESSAGE FROM MITCH

I would like to express my humble gratitude to my family, close friends and for my extended  
family of 255+ backers for their generous support during the Kickstarter crowd funding  
campaign, as well as for their patience during the extended project completion process. 
I want to gratefully acknowledge my former student and music attorney, Michael Rexford of 
Manatt, Phelps & Phillips, LLC, for his generosity, love and support throughout the often tedious  
processes and difficult tasks of providing legal services to support such a large undertaking.

My special heartfelt thanks to Alberto Hedding, Monique Billiemaz for their friendship,  
unwavering support and hospitality; to my friend and former student, Gael Hedding, for his 
pre-production support, friendship and love given during my time in Mexico; to my friend and 
former student, Dave Chapman, for the long hours in helping me get the guitar tracks finalized 
in between sessions; and for the loyal support from all my Berklee students and colleagues who 
lent their time, ears, encouragement and advice during this long process.

Thank you to Berklee College of Music for granting me the sabbatical to complete this ambitious 
project. I have spent nearly half of my life working within the Berklee community and have always 
appreciated the unique education we offer to the larger music community. 

My indebtedness to Max Townsley  and  Drew Erickson at  Mystics Creative for shooting,  
editing and compiling all the footage and for their inspiration and support toward the successful  
Kickstarter project; to Stephen Keller for his professional eye and support during the filming 
process; to Inés Velasco for the video/photos at the WGBH session with Isabelle Olivier; to David 
D’Aranjo for his contributions to post-production film editing; and to Jen Bagley, Richard Tilkin 
and Lisa Zelig at Boston Digital Productions for the amazing job they performed during the DVD 
production and editing.
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My gratitude to Barbara LaFitte and Eugene Friesen for contracting such great musicians in 
Boston; to Tom Devlin at WGBH for the supervision and legal permissions; to Juli Miller for 
the Lyon & Healy pedal harp; to Rob Pemberton at Parson’s Audio, Wellesley, MA; to Jessica 
Luther at Voodoo Lab; to Cory and Gwyn McIntosh at Roc-n-Soc; to Matthew Goins at Blue 
Chip Picks; to Robbie Hall at Custom Tones for the Ethos Overdrive Pedals; to Adam Robey at 
Lopoline Speaker Cabinets and Custom Flight Cases; to Brad Delava at Apogee Electronics; 
to Rupert Neve for his inspirational  ideas, designs and the ingenious Portico 5107; to Peter  
Henriksen for the great sounding Henriksen JazzAmps® and Tweeties®; to Mike Joly at   
OktavaMod for his remarkable microphone modifications.

Thanks to the writing craft of Bill Milkowski, who supplied the liner notes and generously offered 
his time during the editing process. I’ve read Bill’s contributions to the jazz scene for decades 
now and I am so pleased that he appreciates my music and was willing to grace this recording 
with his insights and observations.

To Paul Tavenner, Antonio Oliart and Rich Breen who faithfully recorded, mixed and mastered 
these tracks with the same care and professionalism that has made them invaluable to so many 
great artists on their myriad, varied and award-winning projects over the years. Thank you for 
your superb craft and mastery.

I am most grateful to the talented arranger/orchestrator/conductor/composer and Berklee  
colleague, Ayn Inserto, for her unique contributions to this recording under the most  
pressurized of circumstances. I learned a lot from her and was happy to write alongside such 
a gifted and creative composer. Her collaborative voice is heard throughout this recording and  
I had the great privilege of capturing her first conducting experience with chamber orchestra on 
film. She nailed it!
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I am humbled by the heartfelt contributions of all the world class musicians on this recording, 
from the artful orchestral specialists in Boston to the killer A-list horn players in Los Angeles, 
for giving their best in support of my writing and for providing additional time and energy in the  
production of the DVD. A special thanks to my dear friend  Isabelle Olivier, for her willingness to 
travel and contribute her musical gifts to the Suite and to my new friend Brooke deRosa for 
pinch-hitting to record her wonderful vocal track. 

To my friends and musical collaborators, Peter Erskine, Russell Ferrante, Jimmy Haslip, Mike 
Miller, Bob Mintzer, Darek Oles and Alan Pasqua, who have long been my musical heroes and 
whose careers continue to set the benchmark in improvised music and jazz composition for 
decades now. I am indeed honored and fortunate that you have allowed me to join you here as 
a player and composer. Thank you all for offering your superb musicianship and unique voices 
to my music, as well as for your abundantly generous and continued support during the fund 
raising, production and release of this recording.

Perhaps I owe the greatest thanks to my friend and producer, Jimmy Haslip. There is no way on 
earth this recording would’ve been realized without him and his special talent to bring people 
together. He has given so much of his valuable time, love and undying energy to support my 
music and the making of this recording. Upon his insistence and through his musical wisdom 
and vision, he gently coaxed me to make this recording focus on my compositions. His great 
advice, amazing insight and sixth sense about what is needed and who will bring the best to the 
table, resulted in the all-star cast of great musicians and the relaxed vibe on this record. You’re 
the best, Jimmy!

– Mitch Haupers, March 2014
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INVISIBLE CITIES: ORIGINAL JAZZ & CHAMBER MUSIC by MITCH HAUPERS

Reviews: 

"An impeccably crafted program of original songs...succeeds as an innovative work with diverse arrangements 
and skillfully written songs that you are sure to enjoy."
—Paula Edelstein (AXS) to read full review, click here: http://t.co/2Sq5gXcSgs

"Every cut is completely engrossing...It's exceedingly difficult to blend the two worlds (of jazz and classical) 
together, but Haupers succeeds splendidly."
—Mark Tucker (FAME) to read full review, click here: http://t.co/9lAs3Vgxol

"Finesse, sophistication and an understated elegance makes Invisible Cities a triumph!"
—Brent Black (Critical Jazz) to read full review, click here:  http://t.co/Rh8Ngu5Uow

"Four Minor Love Songs Suite (is) quite beautiful but in a way that is decidedly uncommon in our era from either 
jazz or classical composers."   
—Jeff Simon (The Buffalo News) to read full review, click here:  http://t.co/00zHnbj8w9

"Mitch Haupers...makes an impressive recording debut...one gorgeous set of music...an excellent album."
—Jack Goodstein (Blog Critics) to read full review, click here: http://t.co/6ATAezroeL

"(This) debut album...switches in and out of modern jazz and chamber music with an intriguing change of pace 
and precision. Four Minor Love Songs suite slowly unwinds like the pastoral countryside from a train window."
—Dave Sumner (Wondering Sound) to read full review, click here: http://t.co/CDcWVxAnUb

"Esteemed Berklee College of Music faculty member Mitch Haupers makes his studio debut album,
Invisible Cities a special one. All of the music is original and features outstanding performances."
—JPasinski (JP's Blog) to read full review, click here: http://t.co/KNq2QasGWN

"Invisible Cities, the debut release from guitarist Mitch Haupers is an outstanding effort. Produced by Jimmy 
Haslip, the recording is a collection of works that blend the jazz and chamber music genres into a beautiful 
listening experience."
—The Jazz Page to read full review, click here: http://t.co/fFJXu9BDKE

Links: 

Official website: www.MitchHaupers.com

Amazon (CD): http://t.co/Rnzdg4gYF0

iTunes (digital): https://t.co/sSWuzAz1DY
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http://t.co/Rh8Ngu5Uow
http://t.co/00zHnbj8w9
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http://www.MitchHaupers.com
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Mitch Haupers — guitarist, pianist, composer, educator, producer, music publisher, author, luthier — recently 
celebrated the completion of his 25th year as a Professor at Berklee College of Music in Boston, MA. His distinguished teaching 
career at Berklee (with specialties in ear training, harmony and improvisation) was recognized in 1994 when he was chosen as 
recipient of the Dean of Faculty Award for “the most valuable contribution to the improvement of teaching,” citing his tireless 
dedication to his students, including his influential work with learning disabled students, his unique and effective teaching 
concepts, as well as his seminal work as the creator/producer of the World Rhythm Lecture Series and creator/chair of the 
Committee for Music Perception and Cognition Studies at Berklee. 

From 2001-2009, Haupers was the Managing Partner of Mr. Goodchord Publications, a collaborative publishing project that 
produced six books with renowned jazz guitarist, Mick Goodrick. The partnership was originally formed to bring the series, 
Mr. Goodchord’s Almanacs of Guitar Voice-Leading, to the public marketplace. He is co-author with Goodrick of the rhythm-
training book entitled, Factorial Rhythm: For All Instruments, currently in its second edition. In addition, he created piano 
arrangements of Goodrick’s original compositions, Thirty Six Solo Pieces for Fingerstyle Guitar. In 2009, he created, produced 
and taught at the successful Mr. Goodchord’s Summer Workshop in Northampton, MA, designed to integrate the book 
materials into daily practice and teaching for participants.

Haupers’ presentation and teaching of the Goodchord materials to world-class musicians and composers has been influential, 
as shown in acknowledgements on recordings such as Yellowjackets, Altered State, and Pat Metheny Group, The Way Up. For 
the past 15 years, he has collaborated with renowned recording artists Yellowjackets on projects focused on music education, 
especially in conjunction with The Music of the Yellowjackets course at Berklee, with its current focus on collaborative writing.

Haupers is co-author of several core curriculum ear training books still in use at Berklee. He is also the author of 
professional articles, including two features for Keyboard magazine on the subject of voice leading and a third, along 
with Yellowjackets’ co-founder Russell Ferrante, on the contributions of jazz pianist Bill Evans to commemorate 
the 50th anniversary of the milestone recording with Miles Davis, Kind of Blue. Haupers provided the liner notes for 
the most recent CD from Peter Erskine’s New Trio entitled, Joy Luck. He also wrote the foreword to Erskine’s widely 
acclaimed, No Beethoven: An Autobiography and Chronicle of Weather Report.

Haupers’ formal education includes completion of a two-year program of study in music instrument building with master 
luthier Božo Podunavac in San Diego, CA; a Bachelor of Arts in Music Theory from DePaul University, Chicago, IL; and 
a Master of Music in Guitar Performance, New England Conservatory of Music, Boston, MA, where he is a former faculty 
member, Assistant to the Chairman, and Manager of Third Stream Studies Department.

Over the past thirty-eight years, Haupers has worked within the music and recording industry in a wide variety of areas including 
public relations, sales, art design and promotion. He is experienced in jazz festival production including performances featuring 
Kenny Barron, Ran Blake, Stan Getz, Mick Goodrick, Dave Holland, Bob Moses, Lewis Nash, George Russell and Gunther 
Schuller. His professional experience also extends to classical orchestral management and touring, as well as concert management 
for MacArthur Award recipients and world-famous jazz artists. 

His latest project is a recording of his original compositions entitled, Invisible Cities: Original Jazz & Chamber Music, inspired 
among other things by the writings of Italo Calvino. The project, produced by Yellowjackets’ co-founder and bassist, Jimmy Haslip, 
was funded in part by a successful pledge drive at Kickstarter, and features performances by members of the Boston Pops, as well as 
other world-class jazz musicians such as Peter Erskine, Russell Ferrante, Mike Miller, Bob Mintzer, Darek Oles and Alan Pasqua.
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Mitch Haupers is hardly a Young Lion on the scene. A longstanding faculty member at the Berklee College of 
Music, the seasoned guitarist-composer-educator is only now seeing the release of his recording debut as a leader 
at age 55. A showcase of his thoughtful, affecting compositions – which reveal themselves gradually and gracefully 
– Haupers’ Invisible Cities bears the stamp of a steady, veteran hand at the helm. It also boasts an all-star core 
group of pianist Alan Pasqua, bassist Darek “Oles” Oleszkiewicz, drummer Peter Erskine and saxophonist Bob 
Mintzer with a special guest appearance by Mintzer’s Yellowjackets bandmate, pianist Russell Ferrante. Produced 
by bassist and Yellowjackets co-founder, Jimmy Haslip, Invisible Cities stands as Haupers’ long-overdue triumph 
as a player-composer. 
 
Initially conceived as an intimate duets project, Invisible Cities evolved over time into something far more 
ambitious, the centerpiece of which is a four-movement chamber work for ten-piece ensemble that casts an 
enchanting spell on listeners. Elsewhere on Haupers’ stunning debut, the burnished tones of his Klein guitar ring 
out with clarity and warmth, blending beautifully with the nuanced expression of his all-world ensemble. 
 
The collection opens with the lyrical and beguiling “Veronica’s Lake,” a buoyant 6/4 number underscored by 
Erskine’s gently swinging touch and featuring a potent tenor sax solo by Mintzer. Oles’ melodic bass solo kicks off 
“Downtime,” which has Mintzer’s soprano sax intertwining with Haupers’ warm guitar lines on the theme. Pasqua’s 
gentle, searching piano solo sets the tone for Mintzer’s soaring soprano solo on this evocative number. 
 
Mintzer’s tenor work on the slow, achingly beautiful ballad “Isla Mujeres” is so relaxed and transcendent that it 
recalls Ben Webster’s masterful playing on Billy Strayhorn’s timeless “Chelsea Bridge.” Erskine underscores this 
film noir-ish number with some alluring brushwork that sets the fragile tone. “I don’t think I’ve ever played at a 
slower tempo, and Peter can really pull that off,” says Haupers. “He makes it sound great in that particular pocket.” 
 
The title track carries a Brazilian baiao feel and showcases Mike Miller on nylon string acoustic. And through the 
miracle of overdubbing, Mintzer becomes a one-man woodwind section, playing flute, alto flute, B-flat, and bass 
clarinets while also contributing a potent bass clarinet solo on this delightfully buoyant number. “Leoa” opens with a 
dramatic piano-soprano sax duet before the full band enters at the 1:53 mark. From there it travels through a myriad 
of changes with Pasqua and Mintzer offering some stirring solos along the way. 
 
The album’s centerpiece, “Four Minor Love Songs Suite,” opens with the moving chamber-like “Take Comfort (In 
Rose’s Garden).” Haupers provides the solo piano intro here before a combination of Berklee faculty and Boston 
Pops orchestra players enters with lush orchestral strains to open the four-movement work. Haupers switches back 



to guitar for the poignant second movement of the suite, “The Farmer and the Monarch,” inspired by King George 
III, who lost the American colonies during his watch but was also passionately interested in agriculture and 
instrumental in bringing English gardening into proper British homes. Haupers’ solo fingerstyle guitar intro sets up 
the theme, which is then repeated and expanded upon by the strings and woodwinds. The third segment of the 
suite, the hauntingly beautiful “(In Came) Love, So Silent,” features harpist Isabelle Olivier and soprano vocalist 
Brooke deRosa. A chamber work conceived and orchestrated from a free improvisation, which also happens to be 
the gist of a yearlong course that Haupers teaches at Berklee, this stirring piece stands as a compositional tour de 
force on Invisible Cities. The final piece of the four-movement suite, the dynamic “Beacon Street,” features a six-
piece horn section made up of saxophonists Mintzer, Jay Mason and Brandon Fields, with brassmen Dan 
Fornero, John Daversa and Bob McChesney, plus a killer rhythm section of pianist Ferrante, electric bassist 
Haslip and drummer Erskine. Says the composer, “I have to give a lot of credit on both ‘Invisible Cities’ and ‘Beacon 
Street,’ the two larger ensemble pieces, as well as the whole suite, to the arranging and orchestration skills of Ayn 
Inserto. She opened up those charts a lot and really made them work. Sometimes when you write, it comes out like 
a vitamin…completely compressed ideas. Then the question becomes how do you smooth out the transitions, how 
do you flesh out the ideas. And Ayn is brilliant at that. I learned a lot from working with her.” 
 
The gently swinging “Waltz for Bill,” underscored by the hookup between Erskine’s deft brushwork and Oles’ 
consummate touch on bass, is another tune that carries a double meaning. While most would immediately identify 
this delicate quartet number as an homage to Bill Evans, perhaps a variation on “Waltz for Debby,” Haupers 
explains that the affecting tune was actually written for his father Bill. “It was the first waltz I had ever written. The 
challenge of writing this tune was attempting to go through as many keys as possible while trying to take the edge 
off the direct modulations and not make it so angular.” Oles, Pasqua and Haupers offer passionate and sensitive 
solos on “Waltz for Bill” while skillfully weaving through the constantly shifting changes in the harmonic landscape. 
 
The collection closes on an intimate note with Haupers’ delicate guitar duet with Mike Miller on “P.S. Vita (Reprise),” 
an impromptu dedicated to his mother Vita. In retrospect, the composer reflects on how this duet came about, “I 
was searching for a way to gently end the recording and Mike had just warmed up by playing the changes from 
‘Invisible Cities’ prior to his soloing. I thought that a duet over a reprise of these changes would be a nice 
postscript.” 
 
Rather than being a showcase of chops grandstanding, the guitarist-composer seeks a different approach on his 
auspicious debut. “In the world of guitar, as in all things, there’s the yin and the yang. I think my teaching style and 
my whole approach to playing is more yin. I like quietude and calmness. When it comes down to speaking my mind 
creatively, I tend to go with the more relaxed, calm, reflective approach.” 
 
Haupers succeeds in drawing in listeners with his warm, inviting style on his long-overdue debut. 
 

# # # 
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